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NEW INICIA
Cajon designed for those who start in the world of the
drawer, with an unbeatable price-quality ratio! in our
market; It provides a sound with high sensitivity that does
not require strong blows to obtain great nuances. Treble very
sharp and serious with power make this drawer the ideal for
both beginners and amateurs.
They have our string tension system to regulate the intensity
of brightness in both low and high pitched sounds, having 2
very diﬀerent sounds!

$163.13

inti
model

RED model

CALAVERA model

BLUE model

BLACK model

NEW STUDIO
Designed for amateurs or advanced, provides a sound with
greater sensitivity, with dry and round bass, is a series with a
wide range of versatility where its 4 strings play an important role to balance the brightness in bass or treble and
already has ring of bass reinforcement.
Designed for soft strokes, enough to obtain great sounds
and brightness with a timbre very similar to a battery case.
Ideal for studying the drawer or for use in any scenario!

$216.43
MACCHIATO model

BLACK model

NEW PRO
Series designed for professionals of the percussion with a
high demand and use of the drawer. Powerful and highly
resistant to extreme uses for its high-end, its sound is undoubtedly the best that a drawer can oﬀer, tested and
proven already in several countries where it amazes more
than one.
Sharp bright and extra low bass with great power with a very
solid sound, compact and regulated.

$254.48
WAVE model

RED model

Dear Sirs:
Allow me to introduce myself, my name is Glenda Palacios,
I have an online store for the USA and we are representatives of ¨CAJONES NATIVO¨ in the USA, these cajons are
created for anyone who wants to feel the rhythm in their
hands and without having to be musicians, can create
music, wherever and whenever they want, with an instrument made by people who love its essence and what it
represents, that is why our cajons fall in love from the ﬁrst
contact like no other cajon does in the whole world.
We will be happy to have you within our exclusive group
of clients.

For orders you can call 593(991475583)
e-mail glendam_palaciosj@hotmail.com

